
MADDALENA MEDIA LLC - EQUIPMENT RENTAL CONTRACT 
 
 

Requirements for Rental: 
1) Signed and Returned Short Term Rental Agreement (this document) 
2) Signed and Returned Credit Card PreAuth Form 
3) Certificate of Insurance meeting Maddalena Media LLC’s minimum requirements (see below) 

 
Maddalena Media LLC’s Insurance Requirements: 

1) General Liability Insurance of at least $1,000,000 USD 
2) Commercial Property Insurance covering rental equipment written at a value higher than the total 

replacement cost of the rental.  
3) Policy must be written in “Replacement Cost Basis” without deduction for depreciation 

 
•  If the insurance policy is terminated, canceled or rescinded during the rental period the renter 
must notify Maddalena Media LLC immediately.  
 
____________________________________________________________________________________ 

SHORT TERM RENTAL TERMS AND CONDITIONS 
 
The renter shall, at his own cost and expense, during the term of the rental, keep and maintain, in his own                     
custody, the lighting, grip, and/or vehicle (hereinafter described as equipment) in good state of condition               
and repair, reasonable wear and tear expected, and shall at the termination of the rental replace such of                  
the said equipment as may be lost, stolen or missing or broken or damaged, otherwise than by                 
reasonable wear and tear, by others of a similar nature and of equal value or shall pay to Maddalena                   
Media LLC. compensation on account of any of the said articles which may be lost, stolen or missing or                   
broken or damaged. The renter grants Maddalena Media LLC. unconditional permission to charge his              
credit card account for equipment lost, stolen, or damaged. If renter decides to make an insurance claim,                 
the renter is responsible to pay Maddalena Media LLC. In full for equipment, lost, stolen, or damaged, and                  
renter will be responsible for recouping funds from insurance provider as a result of such claim.  
 
The RENTER further agrees to be an insurer of the equipment for the period that the equipment is 
away from the premises of Maddalean Media LLC, against any loss whatsoever and to assume full                
responsibility for the equipment rented, and also agrees to compensate Maddalena Media LLC for the full                
value should said equipment be lost, stolen, missing, broken or damaged by any cause whatsoever,               
whether due to RENTER’S fault or not. The RENTER further agrees to compensate the owner in rent for                  
any time lost as a result of replacement or the necessity for making repairs on said equipment lost, stolen,                   
missing, broken or damaged otherwise than as a result of the reasonable wear and tear. 
 

Renter shall keep the Equipment in good repair and condition. Renter shall not materially modify or alter                 
the Equipment. In the event of any material modifications, Renter will be responsible for all reasonable                
costs of Owner in restoring the Equipment to its normal condition. Renter assumes and shall bear the                 
entire risk of damage to the Equipment from any cause,  



The renter represents that all liability and property insurance shall remain in full force for the entire term of                   
the rental period. In the event any policy is cancelled, terminated or rescinded during the rental period,                 
renter shall provide immediate notice to Maddalena Media LLC..  

 
The acceptance of the return of the rented equipment is not a waiver by Maddalena Media LLC. of any                   
claims that it may have against the renter, nor a waiver of claims for latent of patent damage to the                    
equipment. This agreement contains the entire understanding between the parties, including           
representations, and may not be modified except by another agreement in writing, signed by both parties                
to this agreement.  
 
The RENTER agrees not to remove or cover the tag or nameplate on the equipment showing ownership                 
by Maddalena Media LLC DBA MSquared Studio. Including asset tags indicating Maddalena Media LLC              
or MSquared Studio. 
 
The renter agrees not to pledge, mortgage or in any way encumber the property rented herein.  
 
The renter, or his agent, driver or messenger has examined and tested the equipment herein described                
and has found the same to be in good workable mechanical condition 
 
The renter agrees to pay all reasonable outside attorney’s fees and costs incurred by Maddalena Media                
LLC. in protecting its rights or property under this agreement, or in suing the renter for a breach of                   
agreement.  

Severability and Governing Laws – This represents the entire agreement between Lessor and Lessee. If               
any portion of this agreement is found unenforceable, it will not affect the remainder of the agreement,                 
which shall remain valid and enforceable. The agreement shall be enforced according to the laws of the                 
State of New Jersey.  

 
Authorized Signature ___________________________________    Dated __________________ 
 
 
Print Name ___________________________________________ 
 
Title _________________________________________________ 
 


